Dawn Todd
SPEAKER, AUTHOR, COACH

POPULAR TOPICS
The Feminine Intention:
Powerful Profitable & Fabulous
Be all you can be. Do more, be more and it’s never
enough. Are you tired of doing it the same old way?
Feeling exhausted, overwhelmed, overworked, with
the joy sucked out of you?
A shift is going on and the feminine energy is coming
back to dominance as it reaches out for balance.

The Sensual CEO: Connecting Sex,
Money, Business & Leadership
There is a new wisdom emerging that is connecting
the dots between feminine power and business ,
connecting pleasure, peace and profit. Bring more of
what you truly desire into your life + business, and
live in alignment between who you are and what you
do. Nothing is more powerful than a woman aligned
with her pleasure.

The 100K Habit
Based on interviews with successful business
owners, learn the habits of 100k entrepreneurs. If
you’re frustrated with how to break through to the
next step, If you’re working way too hard for the

Author of:

The Feminine Intention
Love Pray Manifest
Embodied Manifesting

amount of money that you get to keep ,join us for
The 100K Habit!

WHAT ORGANIZERS SAY
"I would recommend having Dawn Todd as a speaker
for almost any event, but especially at a business
women's event. Dawn has a way of filling the room
with her presence. I always look forward to attending
an event where Dawn will be speaking."
Susan Jewell-Klema, President, Women's Development
Council of Northern Colorado, (970) 231-8750
“Dawn is a great speaker, engaging and trustworthy.
She helps participants look at their business with
fresh eyes and brings to the table a process not
normally used by traditional business coaches. Dawn
is a positive force for creating change.”
Donna Visocky, Founder, BellaSpark Productions
((970) 443-0732
“"As a speaker, Dawn help others identify personal
beliefs that limit confidence and shift to creating
conscious profit. She is great at creating a fun, yet
to the point environment regarding fears that hold
women back and how to overcome them." Lorena
Arnold, Women Investment Group, (303) 981-6539

Dawn Todd is a coach, speaker and author. She
helps entrepreneurs connect intelligence with
intuition, get out of their head and into their
body and reconnect with the most sensual +
embodied versions of themselves.
As the creator of the Pleasure, Peace and Profit
Blueprint and The Sensual CEO Podcast, she
has real life conversations for women about
sex, money, business & leadership. With over

POWER PARTNERS

25 years as an entrepreneur, coach, author and
healer she brings a deep understanding of
spiritual principles alongside grounded

Microsoft
American Express
Constant Contact
Country Financial
Napoleon Hill Foundation

practices for life and for business.
Rockies Venture Club
Angel Capital Summit
Forbes Council of Coaches
WomenScope New

Her stellar list of partners include Country
Financial, Microsoft, American Express,
Napoleon Hill Foundation, Rockies Venture
Club, Angel Capital Summit, eWomenNetwork,

BOOK DAWN FOR YOUR NEXT
EVENT!

Dawn@DawnTodd.com
720-366-0773
DawnTodd.com

